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 Rekab Sangrahl, an anti-corruption official at the Justice Ministry, said the general elections in May next year would not be a “free and fair contest”. “It will be a rigged election that will be a farce. No doubt it will be rigged in favour of the PML-N,” he said. “But the General Accountability Police can manage such things.” He said corrupt people could not affect the polls “as there is no one to vote for
them”. — With additional reporting by Saqib Shahzad Read more: PM seeks ban on horse-riding after PTI officials defile sacred cow imageGoogle bought AdWords for $1.65 billion in 2006; it quickly became the single best source of sales leads for online businesses. Yet for years, only a small fraction of business owners used it. On Tuesday, Google announced a big change in its AdWords service,
and it may finally bring the lead generation promise to online business. Search for a keyword or keyword phrase, and Google will show ads that are relevant to that search. "The truth is that when you search the Internet, you want something specific," said Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt. "And you want to go right to where you're going, which means you're probably going to want to know
that someone else knows what you're looking for as well." Google will show ads on the search results page for various keyword and keyword phrase combinations. If you are looking for a dentist, you will see ads for dentists, if you are looking for an accountant, you will see ads for accountants. In addition to generating more search leads, Google is hoping this new service will boost conversion rates.
Schmidt says this is one of its top goals. "What we have been doing in the past was driving people to websites but those people never went through the process and that is where we have a huge opportunity," he said. "If you search a set of keywords and you are looking for a dentist, and Google is able to help you find that dentist, we think that conversion rate will go up." The service will be rolled out

gradually over the next few months. Google says that users will be able to test the service beginning on 82157476af
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